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 Limited in scope
This guide does not specifically address imaging problems, shape analysis, single
particle counting, nor sizing of airborne particles. Examples are drawn from particle
sizing in liquids where the amount of material is not of primary concern; the ‘dirty
water’ or microcontamination problem is excluded. 

This document is a brief summary based on many years of experience with the
modern methods of particle size analysis; it is not definitive. New techniques and
new applications of old techniques appear at an ever-increasing rate. Yet, the
concepts presented here are general enough to be of value for several years to
come. The author would welcome any comments you may have and is always
available to answer any specific questions. 

Classifications 
Particle sizing techniques can be classified in several ways. 

Size Range: Many interesting applications in particle size analysis centre around 1
micron. Figure 1 shows several commercially available techniques for particle sizing
with a purposefully ‘fuzzy’ demarcation around 1 micron.

Why is the region around 1 micron so important? There are several reasons. 

First, this region is roughly the dividing line between sedimentation and
centrifugation. For particles that are dense and/or larger, sedimentation works well.
For particles that are not dense and/or smaller, centrifugation works well. Since
both density and size play a role, the choice of technique depends on both of these
properties.

Second, this region is roughly the dividing line between Fraunhoffer Diffraction (FD)
and light scattering. For particles that are larger, the classical FD technique is
independent of the refractive index of the particle. For particles that are smaller, the
scattering pattern depends significantly on the refractive index of the particle.

Third, measurements become increasingly difficult with zone counting (ZC: electro-
and photozone) techniques below this region. Electrozone techniques suffer from
signal-to-noise problems, and photozone techniques suffer from diffraction effects
as do optical scanners. In addition ZC techniques suffer from increasing coincidence
errors at these smaller sizes. Fourth, the ability to resolve images with an optical
microscope becomes increasingly difficult below about a micron. 

All of the statements above are generalisations. Yet they provide good, first-order,
estimates of the practical working limits of any one technique. In special cases these
limits may be exceeded. But be wary of size range claims without qualification. 

Imaging vs. Nonimaging: Instruments based on imaging are, potentially, capable
of measuring shape, structure, and texture in addition to concentration and size.
They can, ideally, distinguish between different compositions. Imaging techniques
include optical and electron microscopy, video, holography, and photography. Image
analysers are often, but mistakenly, thought of as the primary method of particle
size analysis. 

Yet image analysis has many disadvantages and difficulties. Typically, too few
particles are measured to give reliable statistical results. Manual image analysis is
subjective, slow, and labour intensive. Like other single particle counters, image
analysers may suffer from coincidence effects. When automated and computerised,
the cost mounts, and coincidence effects may be more difficult to recognise. 

Non-imaging techniques yield equivalent spherical diameters (ESD). This is the
diameter of a sphere that would give the same result as the actual particle. Thus,
different techniques may yield different equivalent spherical diameters for the same
particle. These differences are valuable: They reveal information on the shape,
structure, or texture of the particle. Nevertheless, if definitive information of this
type is required, then an image analyser is necessary. 

Degree of Separation: Another major classification is the degree to which
particles are separated prior to measurement. There are three categories here: single
particle counting; fractionation, both partial and high resolution; and ensemble
averaging. 

Single particle counters (SPCs) include image analysers, electro- and photozone
counters, and particle scanners. Like image analysers, SPCs suffer from coincidence
counting effects. The zone counters are also subject to clogging of the zone.
Additionally, electrozone counters normally require high salt concentrations to work
properly, and this may cause aggregation. Yet SPCs are the preferred choice when
particles must be counted as well as sized. 

Fractionation techniques include sieving, sedimentation, centrifugation, and various
forms of particle chromatography. Depending on how the measurement is carried
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Figure 1. Commercially available particle sizing techniques (mostly liquid suspensions)
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out, the particles may be partially separated or more of less completely separated.
The difference is crucial when high-resolution results are required. As a class, the
fractionation techniques are relatively slow.

Ensemble averagers include Fraunhofer Diffraction (FD) and all forms of light
scattering. The signal, from which the size distribution information is calculated, is a
sum over all the signals from all the particles during the entire measurement. Thus,
the results are an average over an ensemble of particles. As a class, ensemble
averagers are fast, easily automated, and can be, at least in principle, put on-line. In
general the resolution is, however, poor.

Weighting: A size distribution has two coordinates. The size, which is, most often,
an equivalent spherical diameter, is plotted on the x-axis; and the amount in each
size class, which is plotted on the y-axis. The amount is usually given as either the
number or volume or mass of particles. If the particle density is the same for all
sizes, then the volume and mass descriptions are equivalent. 

Each particle sizing technique weights the amount observed differently. For
example, light scattering on really small particles is weighted by the intensity of
scattered light, which varies as the 6th power of the diameter. A few large particles
can dominate the scattered light signal obscuring the presence of small particles.
Electrozone techniques weight by the volume of the particle, which varies as the
cube of the diameter. 

Although it is a simple matter to write the equations for converting from one type
of weighting to another, the results calculated this way are often in error. Perhaps
some particles were not measured at all. Perhaps the measured distribution is
significantly broader than the true distribution. Or, in the hybrid techniques,
different ranges are weighted differently. In all these cases the errors in the
transformed data are much exaggerated due to weighting. 

Whenever possible use a particle sizing technique that gives the desired weighting
without transformation. If absolute counts are needed, then get a single particle
counter. If mass is important, then get an instrument that responds to mass. If a
few particles in the tail of the distribution are important, then get an instrument
that is capable of identifying these. 

Information Content: The last major classification includes the amount of
information required to solve a particular problem in particle sizing. 

Frequently only a single number is required to answer a question in particle sizing.
That number might be the average size or it might be a cumulative specification,
such as 90% of the particles are less than a stated size. For quality assurance or
process control, this single number may be sufficient. Techniques that give only a
single number include the following: a turbidity measurement at one wavelength;
end-point titration of the surface groups; and the Blaine test for large particles in a
powder sample. 

Sometimes a second number is required. Perhaps it is the width of the distribution
(testing for monodispersity) or two cumulative sizes, for example the 90th and 10th
percentile values (characterising the usefulness of rutile as a pigmenting agent). In
the submicron range, DLS is a technique, which reliably yields a measure of the
width as well as an average of the size distribution. 

Additional size distribution information, often hard to come by reliably, might be
the skewness of a single, broad distribution; the size and relative amounts of several
peaks in a multi-peaked distribution; or the existence of a few particles at one
extreme of the distribution. Where the distribution has several, closely spaced
features, a high-resolution technique is necessary. More complete size distribution
information is often required in the pigment and coatings industry. 

Finally, a word of caution: Many of the modern methods of particle size analysis
purport to give complete size distribution information. Often they don't. Computers
are marvelous devices for storing, retrieving, and massaging data. With the
exception of, perhaps, image enhancement, rarely can a computer improve
resolution in particle sizing applications. That is the job of the basic technique. 

Specifying a Particle Sizer 
Specifications are of two types: quantitative and qualitative. If you need to run 30
samples each day, then you have quantified a throughput specification. One
example of a qualitative specification is ease-of-use. 

Short lists of both types of specifications follow. The lists are by no mean definitive.
They do, however, provide a good starting point for focusing on questions you will
need to answer before an informed choice can be made. 

Quantitative specifications: size range; throughput; accuracy; precision;
reproducibility; and resolution.

Qualitative specifications: support; ease-of-use; versatility; and life cycle cost.

Size Range: Everyone wants the zero-to-infinity machine. It appears to solve lots of
problems: only one instrument is required, now and for the future; less bench space
is required; operator learning curves are reduced to one. Its universality is so
appealing that zero-to-infinity machines are currently the rage. Witness the birth of
the hybrid instruments. They combine more than one technique. But there are
several limitations with the zero-to-infinity machines, not the least of which is: they
do not exist. 

First, there are theoretical limitations with any single technique. Diffraction is
normally limited to sizes much larger than the wavelength of the light source.
Sedimentation is limited at the high end by turbulence (large Reynolds numbers)
and at the low end by diffusion. In fact, it is not hard to find the theoretical
limitations in any technique. They lie either in the basic assumptions or in the
resulting equations used to calculate the results. 

Second, there are limitations associated with the implementation of the technique
in practical instruments. To ensure a good dynamic signal response, the detectors in
diffraction devices are located in such a way that the raw size classes are, typically,
logarithmically spaced. This may mean that the last size class covers fully half the
total size range. Accelerating a centrifuge is useful for speeding up the
measurement, but it often broadens the real size distribution. 

Third, there are limiting cases, which become, incorrectly, generalised to cover all
types of samples. DLS is a useful technique for particles that remain suspended.
Low density materials stay suspended long enough to make useful measurements,
but high density materials may not. Colloidal gold can be measured with a
centrifuge down to about 0.01 micron because of its high density. Colloidal
polystyrene, whose density is very low, cannot be measured much below 0.05
micron using the same centrifuge. Diffusion makes the results suspect, and the
measurement is painfully slow.

Fourth, there are limitations when subranges, or different techniques, are spliced
together. Usually each subrange requires a change in something: a lens, an aperture
and a speed of rotation. In principle this is possible. In practice it is difficult to splice
distributions together without producing artifacts. These are often taken to be real
by novices. Some manufactures use smoothing to hide these artifacts, yet this may
then result in a significant loss of resolution. Different techniques use different
weightings and are subject to different theoretical limitations, especially at their
extremes. Yet it is at the extremes where they are spliced together. 

Although instrument makers often claim they have the perfect, universally
applicable instrument, the ‘zero to infinity’ machine, the vast majority are limited, in
particular at the extremes of the size range.

Recommendation: 
Estimate an average and a range for your particular problems. Have a few test
measurements made to support your estimates. Look for an instrument that can
cover the range without using the extremes claimed in the specifications. Choose
an instrument that is suited to the task. There are no free lunches, and there are no
zero-to-infinity particle sizers.

Throughput: The concept of throughput is most important to a quality control
laboratory where a large number of samples must be run in one day. Speed of
analysis is sometimes a consideration even for one measurement. Process control
applications are an example. 

Some techniques are relatively slow: Image analysis and sedimentation on small,
low density particles, are but two examples. Some techniques are relatively fast:
most forms of light scattering. In some particle sizing applications, throughput is
not even a consideration. In others, it is a dominant consideration. The novice often
assumes that the measurement duration is sufficient to characterise the typical time
per sample. This is a mistake. The total time includes: sampling, sample preparation,
measurement, calculation, formatting and printing, and clean up. In some cases
warm-up or calibration or instrument adjustment may also add significantly to the
overall time per experiment. Automated instruments may need time-consuming
wash/rinse cycles. Sometimes the measurement duration is only a fraction of the
actual time per sample.

Recommendation: 
Estimate the throughput you require. Compare to vendor claims. Be sure to
consider the total duration as defined above.

Accuracy: Accuracy is a measure of how close an experimental value is to the true
value. Often, the true value is not known. Perhaps the particles are not spherical.
Perhaps no truly accurate measurements have been made by which to compare the
results. In these cases, accuracy becomes difficult to assess.
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Accuracy depends on knowing the sample variables (shape, density, refractive index)
and instrument variables (calibration, alignment, temperature). Good accuracy
implies good sampling and sample preparation techniques have been used.
Sometimes accuracy is important; sometimes it is not. Materials used in the coatings
industry need to be characterised accurately. The large particles affect the film
forming capability of the coating; the medium size particles affect the light
scattering properties; and the small particles control the rheology. In quality and
process control applications, relative changes from batch-to-batch are much more
important than accuracy. In these cases, reproducibility is the main specification.

Relative numbers are acceptable unless they have to be compared with other
techniques or absolute requirements. Then accuracy becomes paramount. 

Accuracy has often been defined by the historical use of an instrument in a
particular field. Although not really a definition, its practicality, however, cannot be
ignored. New instrumentation should agree or, at least, correlate with the historical
results. But if this argument is carried too far, then bad measurements are
perpetuated. Most instruments claim accuracy when tested with spherical
standards. There are very few reliable standards. There are, however, reference
materials for checking precision, reproducibility and resolution. While useful, these
are not absolute standards, and, as such, should not be confused with them.

Recommendation: 
Even if you are only interested in relative changes, test an instrument with reference
materials just to verify the precision, resolution and reproducibility claims.

Precision: Instrument precision is a measure of the variance in repeated
measurements on the same sample. Precision limits resolution, reproducibility and
accuracy. Precision is a useful criterion by which to assess instruments even if the
accuracy cannot be determined. The precision of a measurement may be +/- 1%,
yet the absolute accuracy might be much worse. It is common to have good
precision but poor accuracy.

Reproducibility: Reproducibility is a measure of the variance from sample-to-
sample or instrument-to-instrument or operator-to-operator. If you only have one
instrument and one operator, then questions of reproducibility may not be of much
interest. But if you have several plant operations, with several operators, all using
the same manufacturer’s model, then check reproducibility. If it is much worse than
the basic precision of any one instrument, then look for the source of the error. Is it
preparation differences, or variations from one instrument to the other? 

Variations in instrument performance are much greater than most novices would
guess. These can occur because of a change in production technique, detector
response, software, or a combination of all three.

Recommendation: 
Always perform round-robin tests using the same sample; this can reduce or
eliminate sample variations. Send an exact set of common operator instructions
with the sample to minimize operator variations. The results should quantify
instrument-to-instrument variations.

Resolution: Resolution has two quite distinct definitions in particle sizing. The first
definition concerns the minimum detectable differences between different runs. It
answers the question, ‘Can the differences between two samples be resolved?’ This
definition is closely related to the precision of the measurement. 

The second definition concerns the minimum detectable differences between
features of the size distribution in one run. The simplest example is the ratio
between two peaks in a bimodal distribution. If the minimum ratio is 2-to-1, then
the resolution is rather low. If it is 1.1-to-1, then it is rather high. Ensemble
averaging instruments, all forms of light scattering and diffraction in particular, are
medium to low-resolution instruments. 

Beyond a certain point resolution is not determined by the number of channels in a
SPC, nor by the number of reported size classes, nor by the resolution of the output
devices (CRT, printer) used to format the results. Yet, many manufacturers
specifications would have you believe that resolution is defined in one of these
ways. Resolution is, fundamentally, a function of the basic signal-to-noise ratio of
the instrument. Reporting more than the fundamental resolution is like magnifying
the noise: more numbers are obtained, but they are meaningless. 

Above one micron it is quite common for ground material to exhibit very broad
distributions. In this case resolution is seemingly not very important. 

Do not be fooled by this common assertion. If the fundamental resolution of an
instrument is undetermined, then how does one know if the broad distribution is
really hiding practical and, possibly, significant information? Are those long tails
real? After all, low-resolution instruments often smear out the distribution
producing unrealistically long tails.

Recommendation:
Test resolution by mixing narrowly distributed and previously measured samples -
the reference standards.

Accuracy, precision, resolution, and reproducibility are functions of the size range.
Errors are greatest at the extremes. If possible, do not purchase an instrument for
measurements at the extremes. A common mistake is to check an instrument in its
midrange and then proceed to use it at one or another of the extremes.

Be skeptical of claims of accuracy and precision. if these really refer only to the
average size. If it is not clear from the manufacturer's literature, then ask for

clarification. The average of any distribution is least subject to variation. Even
instruments with poor resolution and instrument-to-instrument reproducibility may
yield results with 1% or 2% precision in the average for any one instrument. Higher
moments, such as the measure of width or skewness and the tails of the
distribution, are more sensitive to uncertainties. So pay particular attention to the
variance in some of these more sensitive statistics when evaluating instrumentation. 

Support: Support is defined here as good technical support. Is the manufacturer
familiar with your particular problem? Can they suggest sample preparation
techniques? To support you after the sale, does the manufacturer offer adequate
training, good technical manuals, and experts available to help you interpret results? 

The instrument manufacturer should have a laboratory with other instruments
available with which to validate the usefulness of the proposed instrument. Sample
preparation techniques are often the key to good measurements, and the
manufacturer should guide you in this aspect of particle sizing. A continuing
program of development by the manufacturer will ensure the user that the
instrument will not become obsolete in the near future.

Recommendation:
Judge the level of support you will need. Question instrument manufacturers on how
they will provide support. Ask for references to verify any claims that are made.

Ease-of-Use: There is nothing more subjective than the concept of ease-of-use. In
one limit it means automated sample preparation, automated instrument control,
and automated data analysis and printout - all unattended. 

Some manufacturers strive for this under the banner of the ‘one button’
instrument.

Other users think that an instrument is incomplete without a complete data
archiving, retrieval, and data base management system. These objectives are hardly
‘one button’. They require a rudimentary knowledge of desktop computer
operation.

Recommendation:
If ease-of-use is important to your application then be sure to watch measurements
being made before you purchase. Make sure that the entire process - sample prep,
measurement, data analysis, and cleanup - is demonstrated.

Versatility: Versatility is here defined as the ability to measure a wide variety of
samples and sizes under a variety of sample preparation conditions. For example,
the electrozone technique requires a conducting liquid, which is most often water
with an electrolyte (salt) added. For many applications this condition is not
restrictive; for others it is. Electron microscopes cannot be used on samples that
sublime under a vacuum. Some instruments work with almost any liquid; others do
not. Either the technique may be limited, or its implementation by a particular
manufacturer may be.

Recommendation: 
Try to estimate a realistic range of samples and the corresponding size ranges that
you intend to measure. Experience shows that it is usually better to choose
dedicated instruments that do a good job for their intended purpose rather than
going for the ‘zero-to-infinity’ machines, which do a poor job on a variety of
samples.

Life Cycle Costing: Instrument cost is the least and the most significant part of
purchasing an instrument. If the instrument cannot perform the appointed tasks, it
is no bargain at any price. If it can do the job properly, it may be a bargain at twice
the price. 

Particle sizing instruments vary in price from a few hundred dollars (pipettes,
turbidimeters, simple microscopes) to a few hundred thousand dollars (electron
microscopes complete with image analysis software). As of the publication of this
article, most modern instruments range from $15,000 to $60,000 with the majority
around $30,000. But the initial cost of an instrument is only part of its total cost. 

The total price of an instrument is best judged in terms of the life cycle cost. This
includes initial price, operating cost, and maintenance and repair costs. Every
instrument needs some type of maintenance. It may be as simple as cleaning air
filters once every 3 months. It may be as difficult as replacing mechanical parts or
aligning an optical system. To some, these are not difficult tasks; to others they are.
Every instrument will, sooner or later, require repairs. Any vendor who denies this is
not worthy of further consideration.

Recommendations:
Ask the vendor for a list of users who have had the instrument for at least one year.
Ask these users for their experience with maintenance and repairs. Ask the vendor
what the typical problems have been, and what cures are necessary. Ask about
maintenance. Compare the user and vendor responses.

Summary: The mix and priority of quantitative and qualitative specifications you use
in making your decision will, to some extent, be determined by your intended use. 

Although it may be dangerous to pigeonhole your intended use by putting it into
one of the three categories shown in Table 1, it may also help you to focus on what
factors are most important in solving your particle sizing problem.

Remember, many users do not fall into such neat categories. And, one person's
research may be another person's quality assurance. But if you recognise a pattern
in one of these categories that fits your needs, do not hesitate to use them to
organise your thinking. Ultimately, you will make a better choice.
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Before ending this guide it is worthwhile mentioning two aspects of particle sizing
that, so for, have been ignored - sampling and sample preparation. It is fair to say
that the majority of variation in particle sizing measurements is ultimately traceable
to either incorrect sampling or sample preparation. Particle size analysis results are
only applicable when the samples drawn are representative and the dispersion
techniques appropriate. 

Sampling and sample preparation are precursors to particle sizing. As such they are
often not directly addressed by manufacturers of particle sizing instrumentation. Yet
they are probably the most important sources of error. 

Problem areas to consider: unrepresentative samples; large and/or dense particles
trapped, or segregated, before they reach the sensing zone; and inadequately
dispersed samples in the submicron range. 

When deciding which instrument to purchase it is common to send samples to
several manufacturers. The biggest problem in comparing results obtained this way
lies in the assumption that all the samples were prepared in the same manner. It is a
common failing to assume the first measurement reported is correct. (This is also
true when comparing any new particle size result to the historical database.) A
better approach is this: Prepare equally representative samples; determine the best
method for dispersing the sample; and then advise each manufacturer to disperse
the sample in the same way.
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The Latest Platform for AFM and Optics
JPK Instruments continue to expand its family of high performance research systems with the announcement of the
availability of the NanoWizard® 3 NanoOptics AFM system. Over the past decade, optical phenomena on the nanoscale
have developed into an exciting area of research. To study light on the nanoscale and especially its interaction with
matter, researchers look for methods with nanometer spatial resolution. The combination of Light Microscopy-derived
techniques and Scanning Probe Microscopy is a powerful solution. This so-called Near-field Optical Microscopy delivers
optical information from sample surfaces with sub-wavelength resolution.

JPK first coupled their NanoWizard AFM to a Raman spectrometer in 2003 starting a new chapter for SPM and optics.
Building strong relationships with the nano-optics community, collaborating with home-builders and users worldwide
has enabled JPK to develop more powerful and flexible systems. JPK strongly believes in combining techniques, in
particular AFM with optics. This has opened up a field of new applications including TERS/SERS, tip-enhanced
fluorescence, nanomanipulation with light, chemical surface analysis and compound detection, metamaterials,
developments of optically active components such as dyes, markers, light sources and switches. A large number of user
publications underscore the success of this technology approach. Now, JPK introduces their latest platform for AFM
and optics - the NanoWizard3 NanoOptics system.

The NanoWizard NanoOptics head comes with excellent physical and optical access to the sample from top and bottom as well as from front and side, even when the head and
condenser are in place. Additionally, it has an integrated port for fibre SNOM applications. The new system is ready for a broad range of applications from nanoscale optical imaging
by aperture and scattering-type SNOM to experiments involving interactions of light with the sample such as absorption, excitation, nonlinear effects and quenching. These include
aperture fibre SNOM experiments where an integrated fibre SNOM port in the NanoOptics head and the tuning fork module allows hassle-free integration of techniques. The
NanoWizard3 NanoOptics AFM can be used in a large number of configurations. The AFM system can be used for many more applications. It is also possible to interface and run
different heads such as the ForceRobot®300 and the CellHesion®200 or to use the TopViewOptics™.
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Making Scientific Discovery More Accessible
Microscale glassware kits promote safety, economy and convenience for small-scale organic chemistry experiments. Performing chemical experiments in microscale is easier with
specialised kits from Kimble Chase, the largest manufacturer of laboratory glassware products in the world. Williamson microscale kits offer a selection of specially tooled laboratory
glassware with patented thermoplastic connectors to allow quick, easy and secure connections. Other available kits feature components with GCI threads or 14/10 standard taper

joints.

Chemists are supplied with everything they need to perform fractional distillations, chromatography, filtration, sublimation, oxygenation and Dean Stark
reactions using significantly reduced quantities of chemicals. Kimble Chase offers numerous kits, including the Williamson Microscale and Macroscale
Kits with all the glassware needed to follow experiments cited in the authoritative textbook, Macroscale and Microscale Organic Experiments
(Williamson, K.L., 2007).

Microscale kits from Kimble Chase include the components necessary for many of the common organic chemistry lab procedures, including
separatory funnels, flasks, tubing adapters, centrifuge tubes, thermometer adapters and stopcocks. In addition, Kimble Chase offers a selection

of accessories, which include thermometers, aluminum heating blocks and condensers. The kits are packed in rugged polyethylene storage
cases with die cut foam inserts, and are available with custom printing. Corrugated EKONO-CASES offer a low cost alternative to plastic
cases, and both are sized to be easily stored in bench drawers. 

Kimble Chase Microscale Kits are available worldwide from multiple manufacturing facilities located in the US, Europe and Asia.
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